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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Beach Towel - Really Regatta 

Model Number: 12329-12599 Retail: $40.00   

 

Whether oceanfront or poolside, you'll love drying off with one of our designs. Made of 
100% combed cotton. Generously sized at 33" x 66" with an oversized design. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Market Tote - Sunflowers (Minimum order 12 units) 

Model Number: 12492-13063 Retail: $10.00   

 

Go shopping in style! Be colorful (and green) when you use your reusable Market Tote. 
East-west style and is foldable and reusable. Reduces paper and plastic bag waste. Made 

with 60% recycled material. Dimensions: 19.0" w x 14.0" h x 7.5" d with 9.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 23653-12199 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Sunflowers 

Model Number: 23653-13063 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Black Bandana Medallion 
Model Number: 23653-14666 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 23653-14668 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 23653-14674 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Cabbage Rose Cabernet 

Model Number: 23653-15165 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 23653-15170 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket -Happiness Returns Pink 
Model Number: 23653-15182 Retail: $60.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Trible Zip Hipster - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 25231-14668 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is lightweight and water repellant. The exterior features one 

slip, one top hidden slip and two zip pockets and the interior features two slips and one zip 
pocket. Zip closures. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach if needed; line dry. 

11 3/4" W x 11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Trible Zip Hipster - Performance Twill - Cabbage Rose 

Cabernet 
Model Number: 25231-15165 Retail: $105.00   

 

Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellent polyester. Exterior features two slip and two zip 
pockets. Interior features one zip pocket. Zip closure. 11.75"w x 11.75"h x 1.25"d. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Trible Zip Hipster - Performance Twill - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 25231-219 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is lightweight and water repellant. The exterior features one 
slip, one top hidden slip and two zip pockets and the interior features two slips and one zip 

pocket. Zip closures. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach if needed; line dry. 
11 3/4" W x 11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Trible Zip Hipster - Performance Twill - Classic Black 
Model Number: 25231-481 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is lightweight and water repellant. The exterior features one 

slip, one top hidden slip and two zip pockets and the interior features two slips and one zip 
pocket. Zip closures. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach if needed; line dry. 

11 3/4" W x 11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Trible Zip Hipster - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 25231-8135 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is lightweight and water repellant. The exterior features one 

slip, one top hidden slip and two zip pockets and the interior features two slips and one zip 
pocket. Zip closures. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach if needed; line dry. 

11 3/4" W x 11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 

Model Number: 25443-14668 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 
variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 

features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 
features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 

compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 

15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 
2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Cabbage Rose 
Cabernet. 

Model Number: 25443-15165 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 

variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 
features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 

features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 

compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 
15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 

2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 25443-219 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 
variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 

features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 

features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 
compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 

15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 
2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Black 

Model Number: 25443-481 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 

variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 
features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 

features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 
compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 

15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 

2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 25443-8135 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 

variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 
features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 

features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 

compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 
15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 

2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 25444-14668 Retail: $25.00   

 

The Iconic Campus Backpack comes complete with a cushioned laptop compartment and a 
variety of pockets. The performance twill is lightweight and water-repellent. Exterior 

features two zip pockets and two side slip pockets while the front zip compartment 
features three slip pockets, four pen slip pockets and an ID window. The main 

compartment features two mesh slip pockets and a zip closure. It accommodates up to a 

15" laptop and has a capacity 1587 cubic inches (26 L). 12.00" w x 16.00" h x 7.50" d with 
2.75" handle drop; 32.25" adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID - Performance Twill - Cabbage Rose Cabernet 
Model Number: 25444-15165 Retail: $25.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 

designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 

x 3.00" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID - Performance Twill - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 25444-219 Retail: $25.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 

designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 

x 3.00" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID - Performance Twill - Black 

Model Number: 25444-481 Retail: $25.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 

designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 
x 3.00" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 25444-8135 Retail: $25.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 
designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 
x 3.00" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 26124-14668 Retail: $190.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Cabbage 
Rose Cabernet 

Model Number: 26124-15165 Retail: $190.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Black 
Model Number: 26124-481 Retail: $190.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 26124-8135 Retail: $190.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 
back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 

2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Tote - Black 
Model Number: 26441-481 Retail: $110.00   

 

This Tote Bag will keep you so organized you may never be seen without it. Equipped with 
a pocket for virtually every essential, fabricated in ReActive, a sustainably sourced material 

made from recycled PET plastic water bottles (13 go into every tote). It is lightweight, 
durable and water-repellant. Exterior features a zip pocket, 2 slip pockets and elastic bands 

(perfect for a yoga mat). The interior has 3 sllip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip closure. 
14.5"W x 13.5"H x 6"D with 10" strap drop and 40"removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Tote - Rain Forest Leaves 
Model Number: 26441-U38 Retail: $110.00   

 

Equipped with a pocket for virtually every essential, it now comes fabricated in ReActive, 

our sustainably sourced material made from plastic water bottles (13 go into every tote). 
Exterior features a zip pocket, two slip pockets and elastic bands (perfect for a yoga mat). 

Interior features three slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip closure. 14.5" w x 13.5" h x 6.0" d 
with 10.0" strap drop and 40.0" removable, adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Tote - Rain Forest Canopy 

Model Number: 26441-V73 Retail: $110.00   

 

Equipped with a pocket for virtually every essential, it now comes fabricated in ReActive, 

our sustainably sourced material made from plastic water bottles (13 go into every tote). 
Exterior features a zip pocket, two slip pockets and elastic bands (perfect for a yoga mat). 

Interior features three slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip closure. 14.5" w x 13.5" h x 6.0" d 

with 10.0" strap drop and 40.0" removable, adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Performance Twill - Navy 
Garden 

Model Number: 26722-14668 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Performance Twill - 

Cabbage Rose Cabernet 
Model Number: 26722-15165 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Performance Twill - Classic 

Navy 
Model Number: 26722-219 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 

and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 
3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Performance Twill - Black 
Model Number: 26722-481 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Performance Twll - Olive 
Leaf 

Model Number: 26722-8135 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 26953-081 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 

provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a phone slip 

pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, one zip 
pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 3/4" H x 

2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 26953-219 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 
provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a phone slip 

pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, one zip 
pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 3/4" H x 

2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack - Plaza Medallion 
Model Number: 27198-X76 Retail: $125.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 

bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 
pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 

compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 

bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 
laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 

strap and 0.75" handle drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Iconic Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 27232-14668 Retail: $155.00   

 

This flagship tote is large enough to hold the extras for a weekend trip, snacks for a soccer 

game or the necessities for your commute to the office. The exterior pockets are perfect 
for your phone and keys and the interior pockets keep everything else neatly organized. 

The zip closure keeps everything secure. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyester exterior features a slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior 

features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Iconic Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Cabbage Rose 
Cabernet 

Model Number: 27232-15165 Retail: $155.00   

 

This flagship tote is large enough to hold the extras for a weekend trip, snacks for a soccer 

game or the necessities for your commute to the office. The exterior pockets are perfect 
for your phone and keys and the interior pockets keep everything else neatly organized. 

The zip closure keeps everything secure. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyester exterior features a slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior 

features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27232-219 Retail: $155.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellant polyester. 

Exterior features a front slip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Printed polyester lining and a zip closure. 15.00" w x 14.50" h x 6.00" d with 

12.00" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Black 
Model Number: 27232-481 Retail: $155.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellant polyester. 

Exterior features a front slip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Printed polyester lining and a zip closure. 15.00" w x 14.50" h x 6.00" d with 
12.00" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 27232-8135 Retail: $155.00   

 

This flagship tote is large enough to hold the extras for a weekend trip, snacks for a soccer 

game or the necessities for your commute to the office. The exterior pockets are perfect 
for your phone and keys and the interior pockets keep everything else neatly organized. 

The zip closure keeps everything secure. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyesterExterior features a slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior 

features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Navy Garden 
Model Number: 27234-14668 Retail: $115.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Cabbage Rose 
Cabernet 

Model Number: 27234-15165 Retail: $115.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27234-219 Retail: $115.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Black 
Model Number: 27234-481 Retail: $115.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Performance Twill - Olive Leaf 
Model Number: 27234-8135 Retail: $115.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27424-081 Retail: $95.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 
and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 
11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27424-219 Retail: $95.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 
and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27426-081 Retail: $140.00   

 

We took everything you love about our timeless tote and reinterpreted it in this must-have 
handbag. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. The exterior features a front slip 

pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. 
Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27426-219 Retail: $140.00   

 

We took everything you love about our timeless tote and reinterpreted it in this must-have 

handbag. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. The exterior features a front slip 
pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. 

Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27427-081 Retail: $130.00   

 

This bag is equal parts laidback and ambitious - just like you! Toss odds and ends into the 

roomy main compartment - or use the clever storage spots, such as the spacious front and 

back pockets on the bag's outside - to ensure everything has its place. You can have it 
both ways! Made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features a hidden zip and 

two slip pockets while the interior has three slips and a zip pocket. Use the drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag. Zip closure. 11.00" w x 12.25" h x 8.00" d with 10.50" strap 

drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27427-219 Retail: $130.00   

 

This bag is equal parts laidback and ambitious - just like you! Toss odds and ends into the 
roomy main compartment - or use the clever storage spots, such as the spacious front and 

back pockets on the bag's outside - to ensure everything has its place. You can have it 
both ways! Made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features a hidden zip and 

two slip pockets while the interior has three slips and a zip pocket. Use the drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag. Zip closure. 11.00" w x 12.25" h x 8.00" d with 10.50" strap 
drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27430-081 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Small Vera Tote is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 
features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. The interior features six 

slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" W x 11.25" H x 4.50" D with 12" strap drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27430-219 Retail: $105.00   

 

The Iconic Small Vera Tote is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. The interior features six 

slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" W x 11.25" H x 4.50" D with 12" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27431-081 Retail: $170.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 
zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 

features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 
mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 

capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 

adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27433-081 Retail: $22.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this truly indispensable zip 

case. It features an ID window, pockets for cash and credit cards and a built-in key ring 

that converts it into a keychain carry-all. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. 
Interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.0" w x 3.0" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27433-219 Retail: $22.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this truly indispensable zip 
case. It features an ID window, pockets for cash and credit cards and a built-in key ring 

that converts it into a keychain carry-all. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. 
Interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.0" w x 3.0" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27441-081 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Hanging Travel Organizer is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 
features a top zippered, quilted compartment plus two taffeta-lined, clear plastic 

compartments and a gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment that opens wide when 

unzipped. Tie closure. Metal hanger tucks away. Spot Clean. 11 1/2" W x 29 1/4" H x 1 
1/2" D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27441-219 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Hanging Travel Organizer is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 

features a top zippered, quilted compartment plus two taffeta-lined, clear plastic 
compartments and a gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment that opens wide when 

unzipped. Tie closure. Metal hanger tucks away. Spot Clean. 11 1/2" W x 29 1/4" H x 1 
1/2" D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27450-081 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Weekender Travel Bag is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton The 

exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior features five mesh pockets. 
Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. Carry-On Compliant. Zip 

Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" 

Removable Adjustable Strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27450-219 Retail: $160.00   

 

The Iconic Weekender Travel Bag is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton The 

exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior features five mesh pockets. 
Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. Carry-On Compliant. Zip 

Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" 

Removable Adjustable Strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27511-081 Retail: $140.00   

 

The Iconic Large Travel Duffel is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one zip pocket, a charger pocket and three slip pockets and the interior features 
one zip and three elastic mesh pockets. Zip Closure. Spot Clean. 22" W x 11 1/2" H x 11 

1/2" D with 15" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27511-219 Retail: $140.00   

 

The Iconic Large Travel Duffel is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one zip pocket, a charger pocket and three slip pockets and the interior features 
one zip and three elastic mesh pockets. Zip Closure. Spot Clean. 22" W x 11 1/2" H x 11 

1/2" D with 15" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27514-081 Retail: $150.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 
zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 

features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 

mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 
capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 

adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27514-219 Retail: $150.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 

zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 
features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 

mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 
capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 

adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27966-219 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 27966-481 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 

Green 
Model Number: 27966-T03 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27971-219 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors!. Exterior with one zip and three slip 
pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 

and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 27971-481 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 

pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 
and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 
Green 

Model Number: 27971-T03 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors!. Exterior with one zip and three slip 

pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 
pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 

and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28024-481 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 

any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 
back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 

Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 
interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 

47" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28156-12199 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 
compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28156-13063 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 

compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28156-14666 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 

compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 
w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28156-15170 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 

compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28331-219 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 
compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28331-481 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 

compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28331-T03 Retail: $35.00   

 

Compact case with key ring made of recycled cotton. Features an ID window, interior 
compartment for cards and cash, attached lanyard for hands-free use and zip closure.5.0" 

w x 3.0" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Dish Towel Set of 2 - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 28368-12199 Retail: $25.00   

 

Your kitchen is inevitably where the gathering happens and where the most time is spent - 
spice it up with this set of two dish towels! In 100% cotton, the coordinating prints add a 

vibrant touch to your space. Dimensions: 16.0" w x 27.0" h. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Dish Towel Set of 2 - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28368-13063 Retail: $25.00   

 

Your kitchen is inevitably where the gathering happens and where the most time is spent - 
spice it up with this set of two dish towels! In 100% cotton, the coordinating prints add a 

vibrant touch to your space. Dimensions: 16.0" w x 27.0" h. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Dish Towel Set of 2 - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28368-14674 Retail: $25.00   

 

Your kitchen is inevitably where the gathering happens and where the most time is spent - 

spice it up with this set of two dish towels! In 100% cotton, the coordinating prints add a 

vibrant touch to your space. Dimensions: 16.0" w x 27.0" h. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Dish Towel Set of 2 - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28368-15170 Retail: $25.00   

 

Your kitchen is inevitably where the gathering happens and where the most time is spent - 
spice it up with this set of two dish towels! In 100% cotton, the coordinating prints add a 

vibrant touch to your space. Dimensions: 16.0" w x 27.0" h. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Pot Holder & Oven Mitt Set - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 28369-12199 Retail: $25.00   

 

The chef is always right - look the part with this pot holder and oven mitt! Adding a touch 

of pretty pattern to your cooking and baking, this set is crafted from soft, quilted cotton 
fabric that washes well for easy clean up. Thick padding between the fabric keeps your 

hands cool. Oven mitt = 12.5" h x 8" w. Hand opening is 6". Pot holder = 8" h x 8" w. 

Features  printed cotton interior and exterior and fabric loops on each piece. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Pot Holder & Oven Mitt Set - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28369-13063 Retail: $25.00   

 

The chef is always right - look the part with this pot holder and oven mitt! Adding a touch 

of pretty pattern to your cooking and baking, this set is crafted from soft, quilted cotton 
fabric that washes well for easy clean up. Thick padding between the fabric keeps your 

hands cool. Oven mitt = 12.5" h x 8" w. Hand opening is 6". Pot holder = 8" h x 8" w. 

Features printed cotton interior and exterior and fabric loops on each piece. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Pot Holder & Oven Mitt Set - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28369-14674 Retail: $25.00   

 

The chef is always right - look the part with this pot holder and oven mitt! Adding a touch 
of pretty pattern to your cooking and baking, this set is crafted from soft, quilted cotton 

fabric that washes well for easy clean up. Thick padding between the fabric keeps your 

hands cool. Oven mitt = 12.5" h x 8" w. Hand opening is 6". Pot holder = 8" h x 8" w. 
Features printed cotton interior and exterior and fabric loops on each piece. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Pot Holder & Oven Mitt Set - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28369-15170 Retail: $25.00   

 

The chef is always right - look the part with this pot holder and oven mitt! Adding a touch 

of pretty pattern to your cooking and baking, this set is crafted from soft, quilted cotton 
fabric that washes well for easy clean up. Thick padding between the fabric keeps your 

hands cool. Oven mitt = 12.5" h x 8" w. Hand opening is 6". Pot holder = 8" h x 8" w. 
Features printed cotton interior and exterior and fabric loops on each piece. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 28408-12199 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 
and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28408-13063 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 
and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28408-14666 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 
closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 

Model Number: 28408-15170 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 
features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 
closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Happiness Returns 
Pink 

Model Number: 28408-15182 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 
closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Rosy 
Outlook 

Model Number: 28410-12199 Retail: $65.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 
new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 

Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - 

Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28410-13063 Retail: $65.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Black 

Bandana Medallion 
Model Number: 28410-14666 Retail: $65.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 
new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 

Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28410-15170 Retail: $65.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 28413-X55 Retail: $60.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 
essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 
fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 

Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 

interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 
x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28415-11940 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28415-12199 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 

Model Number: 28415-13063 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana Medallion 
Model Number: 28415-14666 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28415-15170 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Happiness Returns Pink 
Model Number: 28415-15182 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 28416-12199 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28416-13063 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28416-14666 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 

Model Number: 28416-15170 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Happiness Returns 
Pink 

Model Number: 28416-15182 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28424-12199 Retail: $110.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28424-13063 Retail: $110.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28424-14666 Retail: $110.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 
and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28424-15170 Retail: $110.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Happiness Returns 
Pink 

Model Number: 28424-15182 Retail: $110.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 28426-12199 Retail: $18.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 
designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 
x 3.00" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 

Model Number: 28426-13063 Retail: $18.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 
designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 

x 3.00" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28426-14666 Retail: $18.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 
designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 
x 3.00" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28426-15170 Retail: $18.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 
designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 

polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 
x 3.00" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton -  Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28442-12199 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 
you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 

cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 
37.5" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28442-13063 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 

you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 
cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 
37.5" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28442-14666 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 
you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 

cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 
37.5" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28442-15170 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 

you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 
cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 

37.5" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28443-11940 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 

pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 
and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28443-12199 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 
pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 
and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 

Model Number: 28443-13063 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 
zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 

with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28443-14666 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 

pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 
and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 

Model Number: 28443-15170 Retail: $120.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 

pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 
pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 

and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28449-X55 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 
This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28453-12199 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28453-13063 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28453-14666 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 

Model Number: 28453-15170 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rain Forest 
Canopy 

Model Number: 28453-X02 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28454-12199 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 
back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 

2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton -  Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28454-13063 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton -  Black 
Bandana Medallion 

Model Number: 28454-14666 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Rosy 
Outlook 

Model Number: 28455-12199 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 

and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 
polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 

phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 
one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - 
Sunflowers 

Model Number: 28455-13063 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Black 

Bandana Medallion 
Model Number: 28455-14666 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Rose 

Toile 
Model Number: 28455-15170 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 

and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 
3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - 
Happiness Returns Pink 

Model Number: 28455-15182 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 

and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 
polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 

phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 
3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28567-219 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28567-481 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28567-T03 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 28568-219 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28568-481 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. Made from quilted, sleek, water-repellant polyester. 
Exterior features a front slip pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Printed polyester lining and a zip closure. 15.00" w x 14.50" h x 6.00" d with 

12.00" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28568-T03 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28569-219 Retail: $80.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 
zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Black 

Model Number: 28569-481 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 
and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkin Set of 4 - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28810-12199 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 
night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled.  

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkin Set of 4 - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28810-13063 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 

night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled.  

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkin Set of 4 - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28810-14674 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 
night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled.  

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkin Set of 4 - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 

Model Number: 28810-15170 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 
night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled.  

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat Set of 2 - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 28811-12199 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 
night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. 

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat Set of 2 - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 28811-13063 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 

night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. 

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat Set of 2 - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28811-14674 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 

night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. 
Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat Set of 2 - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 28811-15170 Retail: $25.00   

 

Whether you're layering linens for a get-together or adding a quick pop of color to pizza 

night, this set of four napkins adds just the right thing. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. 

Dimensions: 20.5" w x 20.5" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28853-14674 Retail: $125.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior with one zip and three slip 
pockets. Interior with three mesh slip pockets. Detachable shoulder strap with shoulder 

pad for comfort. Zip closure. 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 11.5"D with a 15" strap drop 

and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28862-14674 Retail: $130.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28866-14674 Retail: $22.00   

 

Flash your ID the fast, easy way through the clear window of this indispensable zip case 

designed to house ID, credit cards and cash. Made of quilted, sleek, water-repellent 
polyester. Features an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w 

x 3.00" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Casserole Carrier - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28872-11940 Retail: $45.00   

 

Potlucks, get-togethers and holiday gatherings are made all the more festive with a pretty 
casserole carrier that you can reach for again and again. This casserole carrier is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 

go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 
fibers. Holds most standard casserole dishes. Zip closure. 16.0" w x 3.5" h x 10.0" d with 

2.0" handle drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All in One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird 
Plaid 

Model Number: 28875-14674 Retail: $75.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is one easy, hands-free bag that converts to a wallet 
and a wristlet with the switch of a strap. It is made of quilted, sleek, water repellant 

polyester and provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, 

one zip pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 

3/4" H x 2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 

Model Number: 28876-14674 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 
closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 

Model Number: 28878-14674 Retail: $115.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 
and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28886-14674 Retail: $120.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28889-14674 Retail: $95.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28900-219 Retail: $135.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 

Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 
1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28900-481 Retail: $135.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 
features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 

Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 
1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 

Green 
Model Number: 28900-T03 Retail: $135.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 

Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 
1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Table Runner - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 28967-14674 Retail: $42.00   

 

This Tabel Runner is consciously crafted from recycled cotton. It is reversible and 

measures 13.25" w x 96" L 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Convertible Backpack Shoulder Bag - Recycled Cotton - 
Sunflowers 

Model Number: 29524-13063 Retail: $95.00   

 

Go ahead and change it up from a backpack to a shoulder bag (and back again!). This bag 

is the ultimate in versatility. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Carry as a 

backpack or a shoulder bag. Exterior features two front slip pockets and a back zip pocket 
and the interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip closure. Dimensions: 12.5" 

w x 11.5" h x 4.0" d with 12.0" strap drop and 37.0" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Bucket Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 

Model Number: 29604-14674 Retail: $70.00   

 

Take along everything you need for a day spent sightseeing with this zippered bucket bag. 
Consciously crafted with recycled cotton. Exterior features a back slip pocket and the 

interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Bag has a zip closure. Dimensions: 9.0" 

w x 10.0" h x 6.0" d with 50.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Bucket Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 
Model Number: 29605-12199 Retail: $70.00   

 

Take along everything you need for a day spent sightseeing with this zippered bucket bag. 

Consciously crafted with recycled cotton. Exterior features a back slip pocket and the 
interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Bag has a zip closure. Dimensions: 9.0" 

w x 10.0" h x 6.0" d with 50.0" adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Bucket Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 29605-13063 Retail: $70.00   

 

Take along everything you need for a day spent sightseeing with this zippered bucket bag. 
Consciously crafted with recycled cotton. Exterior features a back slip pocket and the 

interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Bag has a zip closure. Dimensions: 9.0" 
w x 10.0" h x 6.0" d with 50.0" adjustable strap 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Bucket Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 29605-14666 Retail: $70.00   

 

Take along everything you need for a day spent sightseeing with this zippered bucket bag. 
Consciously crafted with recycled cotton. Exterior features a back slip pocket and the 

interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Bag has a zip closure. Dimensions: 9.0" 
w x 10.0" h x 6.0" d with 50.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Solid Throw Blanket - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 

Model Number: 29671-13063 Retail: $70.00   

 

Solid fleece throw blanket with printed recycled cotton trim features ultrasonic 2" x 2" quilt 

detail. Dimensions: 50.0" w x 80.0" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Solid Throw Blanket - Recycled Cotton - Kingbird Plaid 
Model Number: 29671-14674 Retail: $70.00   

 

Solid fleece throw blanket with printed recycled cotton trim features ultrasonic 2" x 2" quilt 
detail. Dimensions: 50.0" w x 80.0" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Solid Throw Blanket - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 29671-15170 Retail: $70.00   

 

Solid fleece throw blanket with printed recycled cotton trim features ultrasonic 2" x 2" quilt 

detail. Dimensions: 50.0" w x 80.0" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 29773-219 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 29773-481 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 

2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 

Green 
Model Number: 29773-T03 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 34947-481 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 

you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 
cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 

37.5" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 34947-T03 Retail: $65.00   

 

Wear this sling-style backpack over your back or across your front. Either way you carry it, 
you'll be ready for all the adventures your day brings! Consciously crafted with recycled 

cotton. Exterior features two zip pockets (front pocket has a slip and two pen pockets). D-

ring for keys on top of strap. Zip closure. Dimensions: 9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.5" d with 
37.5" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Bucket Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 34969-481 Retail: $75.00   

 

Take along everything you need for a day spent sightseeing with this zippered bucket bag. 

Consciously crafted with recycled cotton. Exterior features a back slip pocket and the 
interior features two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Bag has a zip closure. Dimensions: 9.0" 

w x 10.0" h x 6.0" d with 50.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Rosy Outlook 

Model Number: 36200-12199 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Citrus Paisley 
Model Number: 36200-12543 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 
This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Sunflowers 
Model Number: 36200-13063 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Black Bandana 
Medallion 

Model Number: 36200-14666 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 
This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Rose Toile 
Model Number: 36200-15170 Retail: $40.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Beach Towel, Vera Tote and Zip ID Package 
Model Number: PVB16353 Retail: $220.00   

 

Head to the beach in style! Package includes a Beach Towel made of 100% combed cotton 

and generously sized at 33" x 66" with an oversized design; a Vera Tote made from 
quilted, sleek, water-repellant polyester. Exterior features a front slip pocket and a hidden 

top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Printed polyester lining and a zip closure. 
15.00" w x 14.50" h x 6.00" d with 12.00" strap drop. Also includes a Zip ID that features 

an ID window, interior compartment, key ring and zip closure. 5.00" w x 3.00" h. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack & Lunch Bunch Package - Patriotic 
Plaid/Classic Navy 

Model Number: PVB16356 Retail: $170.00   

 

All you need to carry at school! Package includes a Campus Backpack made of recycled 
cotton in classic navy. Exterior has 2 side slip pockets; a u-shaped front zip compartment 

with front zip pocket and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip compartment 

contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips and ID window; main compartment has 2 mesh slip 
pockets; and a padded laptop compartment (up to a 15" laptop). Also includes a lunch 

Bunch made of recycled cotton in Patriotic Plaid. It has a clear ID window on the exterior; 
interior slip pocket and zip closure. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Tote and Throw Package - Sunflowers/Classic Navy 

Model Number: PVB16359 Retail: $212.00   

 

Tote and Throw package includes a Vera Tote made of microfiber in Classic Navy. The 
exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. 

Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap 
drop. Also includes a Plush Throw Blanket that is generously sized for keeping warm and 

toasty and made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80". 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: On The Go Package - Classic Black 
Model Number: PVB16362 Retail: $357.00   

 

Package includes a Weekender Travel Bag that is made from lightweight, solid-colored 

cotton The exterior features 1 slip and 2 zip pockets and the interior features 5 mesh 
pockets; a Hanging Travel Organizer made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 

features a top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic 

compartments and a gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment that opens wide when 
unzipped. Zip ID with an interior compartment, key ring and zip closure and Triple Zip 

Hipster crossbody. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekend Travel Package - Classic Navy 
Model Number: PVB16365 Retail: $212.00   

 

All you need for a weekend get away! Includes a Weekender Travel Bag. Exterior features 

one slip and two zip pockets and the interior features five mesh pockets. Includes charger 
pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. A Large Cosmetic Bag made from lightweight, 

solid-colored cotton and features a front zip pocket and main compartment with PVC lining 
and zip closures and a Zip ID that features an ID window, pockets for cash and credit 

cards and a built-in key ring that converts it into a keychain carry-all. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Tote and Turnlock Wallet Package - Citrus Paisley 
Model Number: PVB16368 Retail: $180.00   

 

Package includes: ReActive Tote in Citrus Paisley - lightweight, durable and made from 13 

recycled water bottles. Exterior features zip pocket, two slip pockets and elastic bands and 
interior features three slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip closure. 14.5" w x 13.5" h x 6.0" d 

with 10.0" strap drop and 40.0" removable, adjustable strap. Also includes a RFID Turnlock 

Wallet in Citrus Paisley made of recycled cotton with RFID protection. Exterior has 1 zip 
coin pocket. Interior has 12 card slips, 3 bill slips and 2 ID windows. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 

1.0" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster & Zip ID Case Package 
Model Number: PVB16371 Retail: $98.00   

 

Package includes: Triple Zip Hipster in Rosa Floral made of recycled cotton and features an 

exterior slip pocket and two zip pockets; top zip pocket with two slip pockets; main 
compartment with one zip pocket; and zip closure. 11.75" w x 11.75" h x 1.25" d with 

56.0" adjustable strap. Zip ID Case in Rosa Floral made of recycled cotton and features an 
ID window; interior compartment; key ring; and zip closure. 5.0" w x 3.0" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Tote and Throw Package - Plum Pansies/Classic Black 

Model Number: PVB16383 Retail: $200.00   

 

Tote and Throw package includes a Vera Tote made of microfiber in Classic Black. The 

exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. 
Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap 

drop. Also includes a Plush Throw Blanket in Plum Pansies that is generously sized for 

keeping warm and toasty and made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80". 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Snuggle Up Package 

Model Number: PVB16443 Retail: $90.99   

 

Snuggle up with your Vera Bradley Plush Throw Blanket in the soft and colorful Rose Toile. 
It is generously sized (50" x 80") and made of 100% polyester. Also includes a  20 oz, 2-

wick Yankee Candle Signature Large Jar candle that has a beautiful aroma mix of bright 

citrus, sweet florals and spicy vanilla. Candle is made of premium soy wax blend and has a 
cotton wick. It will burn 60 - 90 hours. It is 6.18" tall and has a 3.7" diameter. 

 


